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      Rosenthal Heritage Collection

Lively and versatile POS measures are an important part of 
a profound customer approach. The shop window is particu-
larly valuable as the visiting card of a shop. It attracts atten-
tion and inspires new as well as existing customers again 
and again. But online shops as digital shop windows of the 
future should also be attractive eye-catchers and provide 
emotional shopping impulses. Benefit from our extensive  
 

selection of communication options. In addition to high- 
quality packages for selected themes, we are offering other 
material for individual shop window decoration and commu-
nication material for online shops. These can be ordered 
using the illustrated order form (please contact your Sales 
Partner or Ms Ingrid Hecht, Rosenthal Marketing Service:  
ingrid.hecht@rosenthal.de).

Sales material: Customized!



R O S E N T H A L

C O L L E C T I O N



Rosenthal Heritage Collection

Gianni Cinti
Gianni Cinti is at home in many worlds: in product design and 
fashion as well as in illustration and graphic design. He recei-
ved his design education at the Istituto Superiore per le  
Industrie Artistiche in Urbino. Cinti designs for companies 
such as Sambonet, Rosenthal and Pininfarina as well as for 
fashion brands such as Marithé + François Girbaud, Alberta 
Ferretti and many others. Before becoming self-employed as 
a designer and consultant with his own studio in Milan, he 
worked for five years as assistant to the Italian fashion desi-
gner Gianfranco Ferré.

He currently works as a design consultant for many interna- 
tional companies. As a cosmopolitan, a curious traveller, and 
someone who is passionate about contemporary art, he is a 
visiting lecturer at numerous universities all over the world 
and teaches design at the Istituto Europeo di Design in Milan, 
the city in which he lives and works.

Family histories: Gianni Cinti translates 140 years of  
Rosenthal history and tradition into the here and now with 
the Rosenthal Heritage Collection. “New classics” are cre-
ated with a distinctly imaginative signature and abstracted 
borrowings from Rosenthal’s history – with the aim of being 

passed down from generation to generation. Every indivi-
dual design is an eclectic interplay of shapes, colours and 
patterns from different eras and cultures, held together 
with a visual bracket of elegant gold tones and interwoven 
with personal memories.



East meets West: Turandot

Gianni Cinti

Inspired by the opera of the same name by Giacomo Puccini, 
the Turandot decor is an homage to the 18th century chinoise-
ries, which already played an important role in the Rosenthal 
designs of the late 19th century. A lavish farandole of peony 
blossoms, bamboo and ginkgo leaves in delicate colours 

meets golden dragonflies. The source of inspiration for the 
poetic porcelain paintings lies on the banks of West Lake in 
Hangzhou, China, and is shown in the interweaving of wes-
tern and eastern elements.

Special shop window
> Decoration cubes
  (100 x 60 x 40 cm)
> Back walls (180 x 90 cm),
> Window transfer
>  Golden dragonflies 

(Metall 60, 40, 20 cm)

Indoor 
>Table display  
   (45 x 55 cm + 20 x 35 cm)

SFD posterTable display 



Everything turns to gold: Midas
The playful, baroque Rosenthal form Sanssouci forms the 
stage for the Midas decor, which is monochromatic in gold. 
Distinctive patterns of twigs and leaves are laid on top of 
each other in layers, alternate between matt and shiny sur-
faces, and createa very sensual interplay when combined 

with the porcelain relief. The three-dimensional camouflage 
decor is named after the mythological king Midas, for whom 
Dionysus had fulfilled a wish:everything he touched turned 
to gold.

Special shop window
> Decoration cubes
  (100 x 60 x 40 cm)
> Back walls (180 x 90 cm),
> Window transfer
>  Golden ananas

Indoor 
> Table display  
   (45 x 55 cm + 20 x 35 cm)
 

SFD posterTable display 



Indoor 
> Table display 
   (45 x 55 cm + 20 x 35 cm)

Family stories: Dynasty
Birds, cornucopias and trees of life meet tendrils, flowers and 
cameos. The heraldic animals, fantasy creatures and plant ar-
rangements inspired by the Orient, Renaissance and Art Nou-
veau are reminiscent of the heritage of the Rosenthal family. A 
collection of heraldic motifs becomes an artistic ensemble 

that tells the stories of extraordinary dynasties. The luxuriant 
decor with an elegant palette of black, chocolate brown and 
Prussian blue, accentuated by golden highlights, is remini-
scent of the designer’s fashion work for Gianfranco Ferré.

Special shop window
> Decoration cubes
  (100 x 60 x 40 cm)
> Back walls (180 x 90 cm),
> Window transfer
>  Golden badges

SFD poster Table display 



Online and Social Media:

Collection brochure

> Online banners in individual sizes for  
  a strong presence in online shops
> Social media campaigns
> Emotional Videoclip
> Influencer collaborations

Leaflet with product overview available for each series.

44 pages of stories about the origins, information about the 
product and designer, and impressive pictures relating to 
the Rosenthal Heritage Collection can be found in the high-
quality image brochure. Together with the brochures for 

Magic Garden, Phi Lights, Vesi, Mesh and Cappello, a coll-
ection of diverse inspirations for the new Rosenthal pro-
ducts 2020 is created.
Format: 21 x 21 cm; Pages 44

1000 x 1000 px 

2000 x 627 px

Videoclip



> Emotional storytelling
> Modern, extraordinary  
   product presentation
> Modular, flexible display     
   elements
> Minimum area: 30 m²
> Use of moving images
> Designer presentation

Available by arrangement – 
the complete collection 
must be available.

Rosenthal Heritage Collection: 
Exhibition concept

Special Event:  
Designers Meet&Greet

Gianni Cinti is generally 
available to participate in 
customer or press events 
(talks, workshops, signing 
sessions). Event concepts, 
dates and cost sharing are 
individually coordinated with 
the Rosenthal marketing de-
partment.



Blossom  & Foliage & Black SeedsBlack Seeds & Foliage & Foliage   Foliage & Black Seeds & Black Seeds 

The decors of Magic Garden build on each other, increasing from pure black and white contrasts to shades of green and, fi-
nally, to a comprehensive colour palette. While Black Seeds is very graphic and Foliage is restrained in terms of colour, the 
Blossom decor exploits its full potential. The idea of Magic Garden is expressed most beautifully when all three designs are 
combined to form a creative ensemble.

Growing:    Black Seeds
Green:  
 Foliage

Blooming:  
 Blossom

Magic Garden 

Your style - your combination.

Seeds, shoots, flowers: Magic Garden is a recurring wonder 
of nature on the dining table, inspired by the plant life from 
the pharmacist’s garden. The hortus medicus was the inspi-
ration for the intensely patterned and colourful collection 

with three independent decors: Black Seeds, Foliage and 
Blossom symbolise the stages of a plant’s development: 
from seeds and seedlings to shoots and blossoms.



Magic Garden:  
Sacha Walckhoff

Collection brochure

If anyone knows anything about patterns and colours, it is 
Sacha Walckhoff. He has been working as creative director 
for Christian Lacroix since 2010 and is also responsible for 
the French label’s home collection. Furniture, carpets, tex-
tiles and porcelain collections are created in cooperation 
with manufacturers such as Kartell, Roche Bobois, Moooi, 
Designers Guild and Vista Alegre. The French-Swiss desig-
ner also works for Tai Ping, Edition Van Treeck, Pouenat, 
Pulpo and Verreum.

Sacha Walckhoff is generally available to participate in 
customer or press events (talks, workshops, signing  
sessions). Event concepts, dates and cost sharing are  
individually coordinated with the Rosenthal marketing  
department.

Special event:  
Designers Meet&Greet

Format 21 x 21 cm
Pages: 36 
Leaflet also available.



The joy of flowers by Sacha Walckhoff

Special shop window
> Decoration cubes
   (100 x 60 x 40 cm)
> Back walls (180 x 90 cm)
> Window transfer
> Promotional stand-up
    displays

Indoor
> Table display 
  (45 x 55 cm + 20 x 35 cm)

Standard package
> SFD poster
> Window transfer
> A4 stand-up display sets

Table display SFD poster



2000 x 627 px

Online and Social Media 

1000 x 1000 px 

> Online banners in individual sizes for  
  a strong presence in online shops
> Social media campaigns
> Moving image in GIF format
> Influencer collaborations



Vesi
Vesi (Finnish: water) focuses on casual aesthetics and offers 
the perfect vase for every flower arrangement. In order to 
develop the right vase sizes, Mikko Laakkonen consulted 
with florists and incorporated their suggestions into the  

design process. The result is a decorative yet functional coll-
ection that sets the stage for the flowers, but also impresses 
all by itself.

Table display SFD poster

Window transfer (B: 100 cm)

Special shop window
> Decoration cubes
    (100 x 60 x 40 cm)
> Back walls (180 x 90 cm)
> Window transfer
> Promotional stand-up
   displays

Indoor
> Table display 
  (45 x 55 cm + 20 x 35 cm)

Standard package
> SFD poster
> Window transfer
> A4 stand-up display sets



Gegensätze ziehen sich bekanntlich 
an. Konkret am Grund, abstrakt am 
Oberrand bringt  „Flux“ die Polarität 
zur Einheit. Der Designliebling aus 
feinem Porzellan ist ab sofort auch als 
formschöne Glasvase erhältlich. Das 
transparente Material unterstreicht die 
Leichtigkeit und betont die fließende 
Form der Vase, in der Blumenarrange-
ments aller Art ihren stylischen Platz 
finden.

Flux
Opposites attract, as we all know. Concretely at the bottom, 
abstractly at the top, “Flux” brings polarity to unity. The design 
darling made of fine porcelain is now also available as a beau-
tifully shaped glass vase: very classic in clear, puristic in grey 

and in modern berry. The transparent material underlines the 
lightness and emphasises the flowing form of the vase, in 
which flower arrangements of all kinds find their stylish place.

Table display A4 stand-up display sets

Special shop window
> Decoration cubes
    (100 x 60 x 40 cm)
> Back walls (180 x 90 cm)
> Window transfer
> Promotional stand-up
   displays

Indoor
> Table display 
  (45 x 55 cm + 20 x 35 cm)

Standard package
> SFD poster
> Window transfer
> A4 stand-up display sets



Vesi and Flux vases in glass

Your purchasing advantage:
If you accept one of the defined collection suggestions, you 
will receive the top-selling vase Flux in porcelain as a discount 
in products.

Your responsible sales partner will be happy to inform and  
advise you individually.

Collection brochure

Sell-in Promotion:

Design tips for attractive flower arrangements and flower care 
supplement the information on the new vase collections.  
 

Format 21 x 21 cm, Pages: 24



Online and Social Media 

>  Online banners in individual sizes for  
a strong presence in online shops

> Social media campaigns
> Moving image in GIF format
> Influencer collaborations

1000 x 1000 px 
 

2000 x 1000 px



Inspired by the expressive grey of the mountains, Rosenthal is 
now expanding the colour palette of its bestselling Mesh col-
lection. In addition to Forest, Aqua, Walnut and Cream, Moun-
tain is now also close to nature with a powerful and timeless 
shade of grey that fits into any interior. As an all-rounder, the 
warm light grey brings natural understatement to the table 

and impresses with casual restraint. But all of the other co-
lours can also be combined effortlessly with Mountain as a 
haven of peace and, depending on your mood, can be presen-
ted anew again and again. With this diversity, Mesh represents 
today’s modern concept of life.

Mesh: New Colour

Table display SFD poster

Special shop window
> Decoration cubes
   (100 x 60 x 40 cm)
> Back walls (180 x 90 cm)
> Window transfer
> Promotional stand-up
   displays

Indoor
> Table display 
  (45 x 55 cm + 20 x 35 cm)

Standard package
> SFD poster
> Window transfer
> A4 stand-up display sets



Online and Social Media 
Rosenthal Secret Supper Club* with Mesh

Collection brochure

>  Online banners in individual sizes for a  
strong presence in online shops

> Social media campaigns

2000 x 627 px

* Concept name in Germany, maybe different in other countries.

Format 21 x 21 cm
Pages: 20 
Leaflet also available.

1000 x 1000 px

The enticing charm of the unknown, a pinch of openness and 
the love of good food – the recipe for the Secret Supper Clubs 
is as simple as it is successful. Once created out of econo-
mic hardship in Cuba, Supper Clubs, also known as “underg-
round” restaurants, today bring together creative and adven-
turous people with a penchant for pleasure and culinary 
delights. The idea: Different hosts invite you to a dinner in 
their own four walls. Until shortly before the beginning of the 
evening, not only are the location and the menu usually still a 
secret, but the organiser and the participating guests also 
do not know each other yet. The special thing about the Sup-
per Clubs is the mixture of authentic culinary art in a relaxed 

atmosphere, culinary creativity and interaction between dif-
ferent people in a personal and individual atmosphere. 

“Meet, Mix, Mesh” - Create your own personal, enjoyable ex-
perience in 2020.
 
Get involved: 

“Secret Supper Club X Rosenthal” offers the chance to bor-
row a set of the Rosenthal collection Mesh for your event. In-
vite people to your very own private Supper Club in your city 
and let us participate with photos and videos. 

 From March 2020 at www.rosenthal.de



Mesh: Glas

Since 1712, the oldest glass 
production plant in the  
Czech Republic

A high-quality handmade drinking glass completes the Mesh 
dining collection. The hand-blown glass tumbler picks up on 
the typical line structure of the porcelain pieces thanks to a 
special relief incorporated into the glass base. In clear or in 

the colour variants Aqua and Mountain, the glasses comple-
te the look on the table – whether in an all-over Mesh look or 
individually with any other collection.

Table display



A4 stand-up display

Sell-out:
Attractive end consumer promotion

Sell-in promotion:  
Mesh purchasing  
advantage
>  From € 1,000 net, 20% discount in products  

for all Mesh porcelain collections.
> Free choice of items and colours.
> Valid from February to the end of July 2020
> Set offers are excluded. 
> For further details please contact your local sales representative.

When buying one of the defined Mesh Mountain or Mesh Aqua 
porcelain sets, there is a free gift of 6 Mesh glasses. Added 
value: approx. 30%. All sets come in a special packaging.



Special shop window
> Decoration cubes
    (100 x 60 x 40 cm)
> Back walls (180 x 90 cm)
> Window transfer
> Promotional stand-up displays

Indoor
> Table display 
  (45 x 55 cm + 20 x 35 cm)

A frenzy of colours and flowers
Regula Stüdli's protagonists when she creates her designs are 
luxuriant flowers, leaves and grasses. The Fleurs Sauvages and 
Fleurs des Alpes decors are floral dreams come true and cons-
tantly lead the Rosenthal top seller list. Just in time for spring 

and summer, the collections bring joy and well-being to the ta-
ble. The 4+2 promotion, which is attractive for trade partners 
and end consumers, is starting just in time for the beginning of 
spring.

Table display A4 stand-up display sets



Standard package
> SFD poster
> Window transfer
> A4 stand-up display sets

Big spring promotion 4+2

SFD poster

> Online banners in individual sizes for  
   a strong presence in online shops
> Social media campaigns

1000 x 1000 px 2000 x 627 px

Leaflet



Damian O’Sullivan was born in England in 1969 as the son of 
Franco-Irish parents. He studied design at the RCA in London 
and, upon completing his Masters, started designing for 
Hermès. He went independent in 1999, designing interior 
collections for the world’s most renowned fashion houses 
and design companies, such as Louis Vuitton and Royal Delft. 
He founded Studio O’Sullivan in Brussels in 2015.

SFD poster (183 x 120 cm)

Cappello
With the likeable collection “Cappello” (Italian: hat), 
Rosenthal is calling for a charm offensive. The two-piece 
object initially disguises itself as a melon and then turns 
out to be a cup and saucer, which not only looks good but is 
also nice to hold in your hand thanks to the combination of 
matte and shiny porcelain. In addition to the classic version  

in porcelain dyed black throughout, “Cappello” is also availa-
ble in puristic white. A black and white gift box creatively 
encapsulates the tongue-in-cheek charm of the hat mug 
designed by Damian O’Sullivan. And, because life is often not 
just black or white, “Capello” also cuts a fine figure as a pair 
in both colours.

> Table display 
   (315b x 280h x 475t cm)

Damian O` Sullivan

Amount:
5 Cappellos white
5 Cappellos black
(1 each per colour for presentation,
4 each per colour stockpiling in the 
display).
 
Value amount: RRP €449

Themed gift packaging



Collection brochure

Online and Social Media:

Format 21 x 21 cm, letter fold
Pages: 6 
 
Leaflet as packaging insert. 
Format 10 x 10 cm.

The perfect collection for a strong online and social media 
presence. We support with: mood pictures, online banner 
and  video animations

1000 x 1000 px 

2000 x 627 px



Rosenthal has brought on board the design label NUD 
Collection, which is making a name for itself internatio-
nally with creative lighting concepts, as a partner for the 
creation of the lamps. With Bolt, the Swedish company 
provides the matching lampholder for the porcelain lamp 
shade. With trendy colours and designs at present, the 
textile cables and lampholders form a unit with the Phi lamp 
shades, which can be adapted to any furnishing style.

Phi Lights
Freeze, Spindrift, City, Manhattan, Snow, Fountain and Mitosis 

– Rosenthal has translated the avant-garde textures by British 
designer Cairn Young into the unusual lamp collection Phi. 
Complex geometric patterns cover the white porcelain bo-
dies, transforming the lamps into sculptural objects with a 

surprising 3D effect: Triangles become frosty flowers, crystals 
are shaped into snowflakes, cubic objects create a skyline. 
The translucent light breaks up the strict shapes and plays 
with the surface of the matte, translucent porcelain. This ma-
kes the fascinating structure of the objects visible.

Free-standing display 
 Ø 650 x h 1300 

Amount
3 table lamps and table lights  
each per motif + 1 exhibit each

Value amount RRP €3270

Table display for
presentation without 
stockpiling  
 
632w x 360d x 442h mm

Back wall table display



Online and Social Media:

From the vase to the lamp

Vase Hanging lamp Table lamp Table light

Format 21 x 21 cm
Pages: 16

Collection brochure

Online banners in individual sizes for a strong 
social media presence. Short video clips with 
animation.



Rosenthal GmbH | D-95100 Selb | Germany | www.rosenthal.de

Rosenthal GmbH | D-95100 Selb | Germany | www.rosenthal.de

Pucci Collection
Emilio Pucci was the first fashion designer to design decors 
for the Rosenthal studio-line collection by transferring his 
characteristic fabric designs and prints to porcelain. The  
limited reissue with the original designs Zadig and the re- 
edition Palm Leaves is an homage to the designers and links 
the historic partnership with the present.

As if wrapped in one of Emilio Pucci’s silk scarves, the 
porcelain’s simple form underscores the striking decor, 
while the black background lets the colours shine, lending 
them depth at the same time.

“Palm Leaves” is a reissue of the “Foglie” collection from 1967 
– inspired by the travels that Emilio Pucci, the Marquis of Bar-
sento, undertook through Africa, Indonesia and South America. 
During these journeys, he collected new colours and shapes, 
which he used in the development and production of his 
prints and which were also featured in his own colour palettes.

Special shop window
> Decoration cubes
> Back walls (180 x 90 cm)
> Window transfer

> Certificate
> Packaging with coop-Logo



Pucci Collection

> Mood pictures
> Archive photos



Pets
The Rosenthal “Rabbits” are gaining some enchanting new 
additions: six cute little animals made from fine Rosenthal 
porcelain are joining them and will capture a permanent 
place in your home in no time. In the popular do-it-yourself 

look, the funny companions in delicate colours look as if 
they were made from the finest wool. The clear shapes and 
proportions turn all of the Pets into decorative design ob-
jects and special gifts.

Display
(500w x 465d x 1400h mm) 

Amount:
Pets large (RRP €29.90) 
 3 pieces per motif

Pets medium (RRP €19.90)
Monkey, Cat, Owl and Mouse  
8 pieces each

Pig and Dog 
6 pieces each

Pets small (RRP €12.90)  
6 pieces per motif

Total value: RRP 1.878,20 €

Themed gift packaging in a sustainability look.



www.rosenthal.de
MONKEY GORDON

small - 4 cm H, medium - 6 cm H, large, 7,8 cm Hsmall - 6,5 cm H, medium - 8,5 cm H, large - 11,5 cm H small - 5,5 cm H, medium - 8 cm H, large - 10 cm H small - 5 cm H, medium - 6,5 cm H, large - 8,7 cm H small - 7,5 cm H, medium - 11cm H, large - 8,7 cm H small - 5 cm H, medium - 7,5 cm H,large - 9 cm H

PIG ALLEY OWL SNOW WHITE DOG ALFONSO CAT SMOKEY MOUSE ELVIS

www.rosenthal.de
MONKEY GORDON

small - 4 cm H, medium - 6 cm H, large, 7,8 cm Hsmall - 6,5 cm H, medium - 8,5 cm H, large - 11,5 cm H small - 5,5 cm H, medium - 8 cm H, large - 10 cm H small - 5 cm H, medium - 6,5 cm H, large - 8,7 cm H small - 7,5 cm H, medium - 11cm H, large - 8,7 cm H small - 5 cm H, medium - 7,5 cm H,large - 9 cm H

PIG ALLEY OWL SNOW WHITE DOG ALFONSO CAT SMOKEY MOUSE ELVIS

Online and Social Media:

Charming mood images

> Folding leporello as packaging insert
> Individually available as collection brochure

> Online banners in individual sizes for a      
    strong social media presence.

> Short video clips with animation.



Rosenthal GmbH

Philip-Rosenthal-Platz 1 | D-95100 Selb

www.rosenthal.de

Germany


